CFC PUBLISHES ANNUAL TAX CREDIT PROGRAM REPORT

The California Film Commission issues an annual report to provide the legislature, state government staff, and the public with an assessment of the Program’s economic impact to the state, as well as statistical information and insights into California’s entertainment production industry.

Despite fierce competition, our incentive has enabled California to remain competitive, retain many productions at risk of leaving and attract productions from out-of-state.

The report provides details about each fiscal year of the Film and TV Tax Credit Program 2.0 from its launch in July 2015 through June 2017. It also includes a summary with updated figures for the original film tax credit program which launched in 2009.

CFC Tax Credit Progress Report 2017

About the California Film Commission
The California Film Commission (CFC) enhances California’s status as the leader in motion picture, television and commercial production.

A one-stop office for filmmakers, the Commission supports productions of all sizes and budgets. In addition to managing the Film & Television Tax Credit program, services include an extensive digital location library, free online permitting, low cost use of state properties as shooting locations, and production assistance.
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